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Abstract


The rise in popularity and frequent headlines of blockchain technology, as well as the promising
prospects for the economic value of cryptocurrencies, are attracting more and more interest. In most
cases, however, the average consumer doesn’t know either how the cryptocurrency works, or the
principles of the blockchain. Thus, the majority cannot assess the long-term prospects and development
potential of the technology, and therefore cannot claim the benefits of its use.



LumiGhost will make blockchain technology clear and reachable to the average user through 5 main
principles:





• Gamification based on our own in-game currency

• A customer-centric brand that brings together the team's passion for blockchain technology

• Transparency of the platform, which is accessible to players of any level of technical skills 

• A stable profit-based model

• Educating the community about the blockchain and its capabilities in a playful way



Technically we’re going to implement our own token and in-game coin, as well as NFT objects later. By
regulating the practical application of smart contracts and cryptocurrency transactions, we will provide
everyday users with fundamental insights into distributed ledger technology. As well, by the example of
the practical use of blockchain outside the financial industry we strive to increase public awareness of
the technology and its potential in the gaming industry. 



Note that this whitepaper is provided for informational purposes only, and does not and will not create
any legally binding obligation on the authors or on any third party. For specific legal terms governing the
use of the Haunted Houses app, please view the Terms of Use here:https://lumighost.finance/
termsofuse.html. 
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1.Motivation

In developing Haunted Houses, we were guided by blockchain’s public knowledge and how the relevant
problems can discourage to development of the technology’s potential:



1. Limited understanding of blockchain in society, meager knowledge based on the hype around the
emergence of cryptocurrencies.

2. The lack of trust in this financial instrument as ICOs due to the insufficient number of use cases,
which was originally intended to expand the boundaries of understanding the blockchain.



These two obstacles cause the reduction in innovation related to blockchain technology. 

Therefore, the goal of our product is not only to overcome these problems but also to influence the
growth of innovation through the practical implementation of technology:



3. Own token, in-game coin and NFT objects. 



1.1 The comprehension of blockchain technology in society 

Distributed ledger technology has the potential to be the information age’s biggest revolution

since the Internet. The prospects for distributed ledger technology are immense. Moreover, it can be
used in various fields and industries. But the common perception of blockchain technology, especially
in the mind of the mass user, is unclear.

We are different from other crypto projects, which in most cases limit their audiences to early investors
or are suitable for not wide enough audience with specific tastes and skills. In addition, such ones are
either concepts or under development: there is no practical use.



1.2 Real and stable use of blockchain technology



Despite the fact that Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) are a fairly stable funding model for various crypto
projects and are open for everyone who wants to invest, it may hinder many audiences. Also, IСOs
have earned an unscrupulous reputation due to the scam of various projects, which only strengthened
the distrust of blockchain technologies in general. Thus, many crypto project innovations have been
limited despite the general interest in the industry. And understanding the principles of the technology
doesn’t go beyond trading and investing in the market. Therefore, despite the emergence of other
projects related to blockchain technology, there are many obstacles to its development.
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1.3 Breakthrough of blockchain technology via digital deficit 



At the moment, there is an increase in the need for limited digital objects, around which the concept of
the digital deficit is aligned. Today these objects have real and measurable value, from DOTA 2 rare
skins to the Playstation Store (where players can buy and sell in-game items across their PCs’ and
consoles’ video game collection). 



At the same time, these items are limited to video games and vulnerable from a security point of view.
There are many cases when a scam, hacking or insider influence of the creators took place in the
ecosystem.





Therefore, although digital objects had great potential, they didn’t become felicitous enough for such
reasons:



Centralized Object Release



The ability of game creators to make an unlimited number of digital objects, thereby neglecting the
cost of rare and collectible items.



Creator Dependency



In fact, the rights to the item remain with the provider of the object, and if the specified creator ceases
to exist, the collectible item disappears with him.



Limited Possibilities 



Due to the absence of an object in the physical world and the ability to dispose of it as, for example, an
object of art (painting, sculpture, etc.), there are limited possibilities of owning such objects. In fact,
digital items have no purpose and don't perform specific functions. Although the initial interest in
digital collectibles was high, it dwindled pretty quickly. We guess one of the reasons is the absence of
functionality. The existence of such a problem discourages investment in digital items. But if  
such ones would have the same cost as a physical object, apparently this issue would be  
resolved and the demand for digital objects would become much higher.
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2. The Product



Haunted Houses is a game where the main target is to catch as many ghosts as possible. The game
is presented in the first-person shooter mode. The player controls his character using a touch
gamepad (mobile) or keyboard and mouse (PC). The user starts the game with one of the default
weapons to choose from. The main goal of the game is to open as many types of weapons as possible
and break into the top of the rating. Weapons open as you progress through the levels. The weapons
are digital, collectible items built on the Binance blockchain. To buy them you need to earn money,
which is generated by the number of destroyed ghosts on the level. Also, users can buy or sell via the
marketplace. These NFT items allow players to monetize their game process, exchanging objects for
the tokens. Our task is to form a community around the game, giving them the opportunity to trade on
the Binance blockchain. Our game is based on the token. $LUMIGHOST Token is our main currency
which can be achieved by playing game modes and participating in many other activities. You can
exchange, trade, and buy anything within the game. You can also exchange a token for a stable coin or
pairs, for a start we use LUMIGHOST/BNB and to infinity in the future.





2.1 Training through gamification

Haunted Houses’ core play mechanics are connected to actions related to cryptocurrencies and smart
contracts. At the same time, the above theses allow gamers to become fluent in the blockchain. We
think there are many barriers to user adaptation due to the short time of technology’s existence. To
start earning, a player needs to have a MetaMask wallet with some cryptocurrencies in it. At the
moment we’ve created a simple manual to simplify the process.







2.2 Light perception and cultivating popularity



The Haunted Houses game is as attractive as possible for users. By using mystical locations, comedy
horror atmosphere and interactive mechanics, the brand attracts the attention of many players and
becomes competitive enough. Apart from a few exceptions, there are few successful and publicly
available blockchain projects on the market other than major investors or specialized experts.   
In order to expand our audience, we develop NFT objects, including collectible ones, and  
the token. Thus, we expect to increase demand and involve more users into blockchain  
technology, using game mechanics and a familiar genre to many FPS shooters. 
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2.3 Proven mechanics and practical testing



Our expertise is based on 9 years of experience in game development, including the development of
blockchain games. At the moment, there are many examples of poor-quality products on the market of
crypto games. Our main advantage is many years of experience working on clients' projects, during
which we tested and verified the hypothesis of many gaming solutions, including those related to the
blockchain. It was this factor that pushed us to the decision to create our own truly high-quality
product. 



An important problem connected with smart contracts is their unchanging character. Those factors
that are responsible for the reliability and security of transactions make any smart contract mistake
the latest for the project. After launch, it will not be possible to fix errors or edit the smart contract,
unlike a traditional software project. Considering these facts, such an economic model cannot be
affected by external artificial factors. We know how extremely important it is to test and study carefully
how our products work. Therefore, we’re planning to carry out Alpha test, Close Beta Test and Open
Beta Test in stages.





2.4 A sustainable revenue model





Instead of running an ICO, LumiGhost uses a sustainable income model. We receive a small
percentage like Keanu Reeves (1%) from the Continuous Game Development Process, 1% for the liquid
pool, and each of our holders gets 2% from each transaction.
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2.5 Innovation via implicit mechanics



$LUMIGHOST Token uses ERC-20 blockchain protocol under Binance Smart Chain network. 

https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/20

Lumighost provides a practical use case for digital scarcity and digital collectibles by

using ERC-721, a non-fungible token(NFT) protocol.

https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/721 



2.5.1 Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT)



If we are talking about blockchain, tokens are interchangeable. The cost of every token is identical, like
a currency unit, so it's not important which one you get. What matters is the number of tokens
received. 



It works well for things like stocks or currencies, but because Ghost Weapons are unique, we needed
to create a non-fungible token.



To do this, we plan to use the ERC-721 protocol for non-fungible tokens(NFT), which is standard for
transactions and ownership of non-fungible assets on the blockchain. Using this protocol,

LumiGhost provides both an interface for viewing unique items and robust smart contracts for

conducting transactions by agreement of both parties.





2.5.2 Descending Clock Auctions



While creating Ghost Weapons, we needed to find a way to auction non-fungible tokens. Because each
Ghost Weapon is unique, the current process for selling tokens on the blockchain

fails because the value of each token could be different. Each token must have its own bespoke

auction, like in an auction on a platform such as eBay.



Since Haunted House runs on the Binance blockchain, the typical English auction (where a

suggested opening bid is made and buyers can increase their offer as time goes on) doesn’t

work either. The Binance blockchain requires each transaction placed on the network to pay

gas fees, so users would be required to pay simply to place a bid. This is a poor user  
experience, so we needed to find a way to reduce the number of on-chain transactions.

To mitigate this, we created a descending clock auction. Sellers choose a high opening bid,  
a minimum closing bid, and a timeframe for which they’d like their auction to run. Buyers  
are able to choose their purchase price along that spectrum by purchasing when the price 
aligns with their perceived value of the Ghost Weapon being sold – as long as someone  
else doesn’t buy it before them. Buyers pay gas when they complete a purchase and sellers  
pay gas to initiate an auction.
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Conclusion: Blockchain is the future



Our team believes in the great perspectives of the progress of blockchain technology, despite the low
level of understanding and popularization of technology among society. We’re sure that the growth of
user’s experience, education and practical application will contribute to the spreading of the
technology. 



We want to share our conviction with Haunted Houses, $LUMIGHOST Token and other next crypto
projects that we will develop. 



Our team observes a lot of technology potential to discover new opportunities. With Haunted Houses,
we’re investigating the digital deficit, an breathtaking but poorly studied concept that blockchain
expands the possibilities.



Haunted Houses is aimed at expanding the understanding of blockchain among users, which brings us
a little closer to the mass understanding of technology and widespread use of cryptocurrencies.



In our daring name Haunted Houses we declare that we strive to recreate the players and provide a
quality entertainment product. However, at the same time we consider such a gaming solution can
contribute to the blockchain’s development. 



We cannot be 100% sure of the success of our product, because there are many factors that do not
always depend on us.



But we believe in a few facts:

• Blockchain technology have big prospects

• We believe in our game 

• We believe in efforts of our team 

• We believe in the support of our community


















Through hardship to the stars, 
The Haunted Houses Team 

